REVELATION DELIVERED THROUGH FRANCES MARIE KLUG
ON APRIL 13, 2001 AT 1:21 P.M. (GOOD FRIDAY)

GOD THE FATHER

“T he

world of human life must be made aware
of All that has been delivered because I, your Father,
Care.

It

is important that All the Messages from Here
be delivered every place, so there can be no excuses
made by mankind that My Love for one kind was more
than others.

My

Love for human life is a Love based on Who
I Am, What I Am, and My Creation of human life was
to share Divine Plan.

I accept no excuses, nor do I accept vulnerability

as an excuse, because I have given to human life a
mind to use, to be able to discern what is best for how
they live as a human being, even though it is amongst,
amidst, all of different types, different backgrounds,
different intellects.

H uman

life has the opportunity to understand,
that as I created a body, to live in the way of man, I
instilled in each body conceived in the human plan, a
Portion of Myself, to give strength to be man. When I
say ‘man’, this includes the genders equally, because
My Plan was not just for man, but for women too.

I

speak Words understandable to the human
mind, and in translation, it will be necessary to cover
All that individuals have learned, to understand the
Importance of Truth, Value, and the Goal that I have
for all of human life, because within it I placed a
Portion of Myself, called ‘a Soul’.
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GOD THE FATHER

As

the Soul returns to Me, the individual is a
portion of That Soul that I will remember as once
being in a particular human being. So be it.”

“I t

is My Power that holds the universe and all
things together. My Power reigns throughout the
world, throughout all there is, because only My Power
has the Ability to permit what exists.

H uman

life has many Gifts, because in human
life, I placed within it a Portion of Myself, but that
does not mean that human life is able to take on All
I Am. The limits to what human life is capable of
doing is because human life is a Creation of Mine, to
partake in certain areas of My Divine Plan. So be
it.”
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